The Fil Doux Story
Fil Doux is a family owned, completely vertical fabric mill, producing textiles in
Chile and Brazil for the past 80 years. We’ve been involved in hospitality for
12 years here in the United States, supplying some of the most amazing hotels
around the world. Our headquarters is in Brooklyn, and all of our fabric uses
New York as the FOB point.
We’ve developed a unique yarn called Fabu-Touch, where the polyester
(strength) yarn is wrapped by cotton (softness) yarn, giving our fabrics a soft
hand, but meeting hospitality standards. Because we are the mill, we can add
yarn to meet any double rubs count that you may need (usually avoiding
backing). And being completely vertical, we dye, weave and add all finishing
products under the same roof. It’s pretty amazing!
And when we say we’ve got a great GREEN story, it’s pretty impressive.
Fil Doux recycles all of their yarn dyed water runoff. What most clients don't
know is that in the yarn dying process, the water runoff tends to be the biggest
polluter in fabric production. Fil Douxcares deeply about the earth and the
footprint leave behind, and insures that our dyed water runoff is 100% recycled.
Most other mills (especially Asian production) pump this waste water right back
into the oceans and waterways, never giving it a second thought.
· 80% of the electricity needed to run the Fil Doux mills comes from wind
generated sources (think windmills!) How cool is that…wind mills harnessing
‘wind’, a natural resource, that is then turned into electricity. It doesn't get much
greener that that!

Quick Reference:


Fil Doux is mill direct, family owned from Chile and Brazil



We are completely vertical: all dying, weaving and finishing is done under
our care



We recycle/reuse our waste water and get 80% of our
electricity from wind mills



Amazing lead times: 4-6 Weeks lead time DELIVERED: we use air
freight for all of our shipping



Full custom capabilities (4-6 weeks as well)



We have a huge assortment of fabrics, leathers, velvets and vinyls on hand
for ease use



More than competitive pricing, we have amazing service and we are truly
fabric experts after 80 years in the business



We never sacrifice beauty: most of fabrics are made with Fabu-Touch
technology (hospitality grade with a residential feel)



We have some exciting new additions to our repertoire this season,
including a fabulous new line, The Tailor Made Collection, brand new
vinyls, and we are now offering bed wraps, bed throws, bed scarves, and
shower curtains.
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